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This paper shows a demonstr2.tive proof of Johnson 's algorithm to the problem F2iiCmax
, 

the help of the applied method an 2lgorithm can be formed to soh'e F21 overlap Icmax 

problem too, 

i1.evt1;'oT,ds: scheduling~ SeCjUE>HClnis, flov/-shop. operations research. 

At the of Building Management of TUB researches have been 
performed for years aiming to solve FI overlap lemax problem typical in 
construction these investigations computer routines have 
been developed to control hypotheses and theories. \Vhile mathemati
cally founding the theory of the applied methods, a descriptive by-product 
was discovered: a demonstrative of Johnson's algorithm for problem 
F21lcmax

. This paper deals with that interesting detail. 
The problem can be summarized as follows: 
There are m jobs to be performed by two parallel machines. Produc

tion times on both machines are known for each job (Ti,f). Both machines 
should collaborate in executing each job and the order of machines should 
be the same for each job too (two-stage flow-shop problem). Machines 
should perform jobs in the same order (no passing allowed). The second 
machine can start work on a job after the first one finished that (no overlap 
allowed). A machine should work on a job with no break until completion 
(preemption not allowed). The aim is to determine the order of jobs for 
execution in order to get the shortest overall execution time. (No release 
times, due dates or precedences should be considered.) Borrowing the code 
system offered by Graham, Lenstra and others in 1981 [NATO-ASRI, 1981] 
WfO denote this problem as F21lcmax

. To solve this problem, Johnson gave 
a heuristic algorithm in 1954 forming a milestone in research of flow-shop 
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problems. A lot of attempts to solve multi-stage flow-shop problems have 
originated from his solution (JoH:-lSON, 1954; SZWARC, 1978). In this pa
per we add a surplus condition to the problem: both machines should work 
without any break (no idle times allowed). At the end of the discussion 
we show that this condition has no effect on the solution but will help us 
to demonstrate the correctness of Johnson's algorithm. 

We shall use the following denotations: 
Ti,l and Ti ,2: production times on job i on the first and on the second 

machine (input of the solution)) 
T : overall execution time (crnax

). 

The others will be described in text as necessary. 

Johnson's algorithm: 
Allocate the jobs from the first and from the last position of the schedule 
considering them in ascending order of production times: 

1 - If the considered production time occurs on the first machine, allocate 
the job to the start of schedule (after the already scheduled ones). 

2 If the considered production time occurs on the second machine, al
locate the job to the end of schedule (before the already scheduled 
ones). 

3 - If the production times on considered job are the same on both ma-
chines, the decision is up to you (whether to perform 1 or 2). 

For demonstration while proofing we shall use two-dimensional plotting of 
schedules, a kind of progression curve system frequently used in construc
tion management (PILCHER, 1976) (see Fig. 1). 

Additional denotations: 
CRi: minimal succession time between the two machines on job i that 

should elapse both at the start and finish 
It is borrowed from net'work telcnnHiwes, preceden.ce di,'l,g:raIn:r:niIlg; 
read as : CRitical succession time (MODER et al., 1983). 

Si: minimal succession time between the two machines on job at the 
start 
minimal succession time between the two machines on job 
finish 

Steps of proof: 

at the 

Concentrating on succession times, m the second chapter we shall define 
a quasi O-shaped schedule and we show that there must be an optimal 
schedule of that kind (Lemma 1). 

In chapter 3 we define an absolute O-shaped schedule and we prove 
the existence of (at least one) optimal solution of that kind (Lemma 2). 
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Fig. 1. Individual (minimal) schedule of job i 

In the final chapter we complete the proof stating the conclusion: 
Johnson's algorithm results in an absolute O-shaped schedule 
(Theorem 1 and Conclusion). 

2, Quasi V·'i:H.H:!.I;J!t::U Schedule 

DEFINITION: A schedule is called quasi O-shaped if no pair of jobs can be 
found in that for which 

Fi < Si and Fj > Sj I i < j. (R.I) 

LEMMA 1. There exists an optimal schedule, which is quasi O-shaped! 

PROOF: Let us assume that we found an optimal schedule that is not quasi 
O-shaped. In this case we surely find a pair of jobs which satisfies (R.I). 
If more, consider the pair (i and j) with jobs the closest to each other 
(j - i = min). 

In this case there can only be jobs if any between i and j for those 
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but their presence has no effect on the logic of proof. So, practically, we 
assume that j = i + l. 

We have to examine two situations according to the succession times 
at joining sub-schedules. 

1. The succession time at joining the predecessor sub-schedule is larger 
than or equal to the succession time at joining the successor sub
schedule (Dp ~ Ds) (see Fig. 2a): 
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2a. Schedule of job i and that of job j in an optimal but non quasi O-shaped solution 

Let us modify the schedule with interchanging jobs i and j (Fig. 2b). 
After this, the following can be stated: 

= = Sj < F j = 

and 
D~ = Sj + Oj = Sj + Si - Fj < Si = Dp. 

H. The succession time at joining the predecessor sub-schedule is less 
than the succession time at joining the successor sub-schedule (Dp < 
Ds) (Fig. 2c): 
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Fig. 2b. Forming quasi O-shaped schedule (case I) 
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Let us modify the schedule with interchanging jobs i and j (Fig. 2d). 
After this, the following can be stated: 

and 

As it can be seen after modifications the succession times at joining pre
decessor and successor sub-schedules had increased neither in case I nor in 
case IT. In this way we can form quasi O-shaped schedule originating from 
any other. 

From the point of view of this proof it had no importance whether in 
schedule of job i or in that of job j there were waiting times between the 
two machines in the original solution or not. 

3. Absolute Qoshaped schedule 

DEFINITION: Let us denote with 9 the last job in a quasi O-shaped schedule 
for which Si < Fi, and with h we denote the first job in the same schedule 
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2c. Schedule of job i and that of job j in an optimal but non quasi O-shaped solution 
(case B) 

for which Si > Fi. A quasi O-shaped schedule is called absolute O-shaped 
if there can't be found any of jobs in that for which 

Si > Sj I i < j S 9 (R.2) 

or 

< I h;:: i < j. 
L.lJ.:.>1V"V,,"' 2. There exists an optimal schedule, which is absolute O-shaped! 

PROOF: Let us assume that we found a quasi O-shaped optimal schedule 
that is not absolute O-shaped. In this case we surely find a pair of jobs 
which satisfies (R.2) or (R.3). Let us assume that we found a pair satisfying 
(R.3). If more, consider the pair (i and j) with jobs the closest to each 
other (j - i = min). 

In this case there can only be jobs if any between i and j for those 

i < k < j, 
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but their presence has no effect on the logic of proof. So, practically, we 
assume that j = i + l. 

We have to examine two situations according to succession times at 
joining sub-schedules in schedule of job i and in that of job j. 

1. Succession time at finishing job j is larger than or equal to minimal 
succession time at starting job i (Fj ~ Sd (Fig. 3a): 
Let us modify the schedule with interchanging jobs i and j (Fig. 3b). 
After this the following can be stated: 

D~ =Fi + 8: = Fi + Fj - Si :::; Fj = Ds and 

D~ =Sj = Fi = 8; = Fi + Sj - Fi :::; Si + Sj - Fi = Dp. 

H. Succession time at finishing job j is less than minimal succession time 
at starting job i (Fj < Sd (Fig. 3c): 
Let us modify the schedule with interchanging jobs i and j (Fig. 3d). 
After this the following can be stated: 

D~ =Fi < Fj = Ds and 

D~ =Sj + Dj = Sj + Si - Fj < Sj + Si - Fi = Dp. 
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Fig. Sa. Schedule of job i and that of job j in an optimal quasi- but not absolute O-shaped 
solution (case I) 

As it can be seen, after modifications the succession times at joining pre
decessor and successor sub-schedules had increased neither in case I nor in 
case H. 

From the point of view of this proof it had no importance whether in 
schedule of j there 'wa-s time between the two machines in the 
original solution or not. 

Similar proof can be applied in the case of finding a pair of jobs 
satisfying (R.2). 

this way we can form absolute O-shaped schedule originating from 
any quasi O-shaped one. 

4. Optimality 

THEOREM 1. If a schedule is found to be absolute O-shaped, we can be 
sure that it is an optimal solution of our problem. 
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PROOF: The total execution time of any schedule (T) can be divided into 
two parts: 

The sum of production times on the first machine (Tj) 
and the succession time between the two machines at finishing tile 
last job (TJ), 

or 
The sum of production times on the second machine (T~) 
and the succession time between the two machines at starting the first 
job (T~') (Fig. 4). 

m m 
Considering that I: Ti ,1 = Tj and I: Ti ,2 = T; are constants in any 

;=1 i=1 

schedule, min(CmaX ) = min(T) occurs when T;' = T;,min or T7 = T7 min . 

Nevertheless it is true for any absolute O-shaped schedule - by definition. 

CONCLUSION: Johnson's algorithm for problem F211cmax results in an ab
solute O-shaped schedule, consequently, it serves optimal solution. 

As it was mentioned in the first chapter (Introduction), we handled 
the problem with a surplus condition of no idle times allowed. Finally, we 
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Fig. Se. Schedule of job i and that of job j in an optimal quasi- but not absolute O-shaped 
solution (case II) 

show that this restriction in the case of two machines has no effect on the 
problem. 

THEOREM 2. The sequence of jobs in an optimal solution of the problem 
F21 idle Icmax is the optimum for problem F21lcmax

, too. 

PROOF: In the optimal solution of problem F21 idle lcmax, there may be 
idle times in the schedule of the first or of the second machine. In this case 
moving the schedules of the first machine toward the start or moving those 
of the second machine toward the finish, the idle times can be eliminated 
without disturbing the target value (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Transforming optimal solution of problem F21 idle ICmax to an optimal solution 
of problem F'21lCmax 
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